I. INTRODUCTION The problem of hydrogen in a strong magnetic field has received a great deal of attention, but general solutions are still lacking. The investigations of the highly excited states has been stimulated by recent experimental advances. ' Evidence of an approximate symmetry' has led to at least a partial theoretical understanding of the origin of this symmetry.
In the course of our own study we have investigated a number of analytic basis sets which are approximations to the true zero-field eigenstates of the diamagnetic Hamiltonian when n mixing (n being the principal quantum number) is neglected (i.e. , in the limit of low magnetic field). The goal is twofold: First is the hope that identification of approximate eigenstates will give insight into the nature of the symmetry; beyond this is the need to obtain better analytic representations for numerical attacks on problems of current interest. We present here a comparison of the precise numerically generated eigenfunctions with three sets of approximate eigenfunctions: a set identified by Clark, one proposed by Labarthe, ' and a set which we discovered during our own investigation. We should point out that the work by Clark was devoted to understanding the nature of the general solution, rather than to achieving numerical accuracy, so that the comparison we make below is not in the spirit with which the basis was presented. However, we feel that the comparison can give some insight into the different regions of validity. 
II. METHOD
The kets I n, n t, n2, m ) represent parabolic states. ' There are only three independent quantum numbers since the parabolic numbers are constrained by n =nt+n2+ Im i+1.
In order to compare the states I n, E,m ) c with our numerical results, it is necessary to transform them to a spherical basis, The transformation from parabolic to spherical representations is" 
where the approximate quantum number X = im I, I m I + 1, . . . , n -1 is associated with the angular momentum A = (A",A~, L,). The parity of the In, X,m) L-is ( -1)"+'+"+ . The values of X are related to E: A, = n -E -1 for m even and both parities; A = n -E -2 for m odd and even parity; )-= n -E for m odd and odd parity. Using Eq. (3) we can rewrite the states In. X,m ) L-in terms of spherical states:
In the course of our investigations we found that a phase rotation of the basis In, K, m ) c produced a useful approximate basis, the"M" basis In, K, m)rr, by In, K, m&"'= J2 X( I)" '(n, n-, p"vii, m) in, i, m) (i even), in, K, m} = J2 X( -I) '+' i (K, tr, p"vii, m) in, i, nt) (I odd) 
IV. OBSERVATIONS
We have examined manifolds of states with n between 6 and 40, m =0 and 1, and both parities.
We display in Tables I -III matrices of dot products for Clark' s, Labarthe's 
